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I. The Legal Framework ofthe Inter-American System and its

Contemporary Significance

Following the reviews and analyses of. the African and the European
regional organisations, this report addresses the relevant issues as they are

treated on the American continent. Outside of the Americas, reference is

-mostly made in this context only to the Organization of American States

(OAS). However, the Inter-American System (IAS) has a broader basis
than the OAS. While it is true that the OAS is the key organisation within
the IAS, the latter has been founded upon three treaty-based agreements
which are closely interrelated and interdependent in their functions&apos;.
When the OAS was founded in 19482, the Inter-American Treaty of

* Privatdozent, Dr.iur., Dr. (Harvard University),LL. M. (Harvard University), Re-
search Fellow at the Institute.

1 Ile most comprehensive legal study of this -system has been prepared by F. V. G a r -

c i a - A in a d o r in two volumes, published in 1983 by the Secretariat for Legal Affairs of the
General Secretariat of the OAS under the title &quot;The Inter-American System&quot;; basic policy
issues rather than legal questions have been in the forefront of frank and important contribu-
tions in &quot;The Future of the Inter-American System&quot;, edited by T.J. F a r e r (1979).

2 Generally with regard to the OAS, see C. F e n w i c k, The Organization of American
States (1963); M. B a I I, The OAS in Transition (1969); G a r c i a - A m a d o r (note 1), vol. 1,
pp.67-202. In German language the two major relevant studies have been published by R.
G e r o 1 d, Die Sicherung des Friedens durch die Organisation der Amerikanischen Staaten

(OAS) (1971), and C. Honegger, Friedliche Streitbeilegung durch regionale
Organisationen. Theorie und Praxis der Friedenssicherungs-Systeme der OAS, der Liga der
Arabischen Staaten und der OAU im Vergleich (1983), pp.5 -71.
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114 Dolzer

Reciprocal Assistance, generally known as the Rio Treaty,&apos;- had already
been in existence for a year3; the main purpose of the Rio Treaty is &apos;to

establish a system of sanctions against States which violate international
rules in a grave manner and threaten peace in the Americas. In addition to

building upon the Rio Treaty, the OAS Charter depended on another

special, treaty for the peaceful settlement Of disputes. As a, corollarY to the

prohibition of the use of force, an exceptionally ambitious system of third-

party dispute settlement was. treated in the. American. Treaty of Pacific
Settlement, generally known as the Bqgo0,Treatyof,19484. If applied And
implemented in the manner foreseen,by those who-drafted them,
three treaties would form in their combined effect_the most elaborate and

-the most effective regional system of international law enforcement which

has so far been created anywhere.
The OAS, the Rio Treaty and the Bogoti --Treaty have since 194 -f

in theory the three pillars of the IAS. The relationship between .e three
instruments is complex. Even though the three documents were. designed
with the goal to form one, coherent system of co-operation among the

American States, no State belonging to the OAS is legally to

ratify either the. Rio Treaty orAhe Treaty; of Bogoii, and the
- membership

indeed varies with regard to the three: treaties, This -fact explains why the.&apos;

three agreements have developed - in -

a manner which leads - to-. a, certain

overlapping of functions. In addition to the complexities - introduced, by
certain parallel functions among the three treaties, the legal situation has,

over the time acquired. severat layers-, so to speak, due to certain, amend-
ments to the OAS Charter and -the. Rio 7Treat, Such amendmenm-werey

3 Generally with regard td the Rio Treaty, see F.V. Garcia-Amador, The Rio de.

Janeiro Treaty: Genesis, Development,, and Decline of Regional System of Collective

Security, The Unive*rsity- of Miami inter-American Law Review, vol.. 17 (1985)1 p. 1; see also

the same author&apos;s study referred to in note 1, vol.2,.pp,261-398;T. B. d e a e k elt,&apos;Inter-
American Treaty...of Reciprocal Assistance of Rio de janeiro&apos;(1947), irv:-.R. Bernhardt (ed.y,,-
Encyclopedia of Public International Law (EPI,L), Instalment &amp; (1983), p.21-7,*-wh further

references.
4, Generally with regard to the Bogoti Treaty, see G a r c i a - A in a d o r (note 1), vol.2;

pp.197-260; G. L e o ro,, La reforma del Tratado Americano.de Soluciones Pacificas 0 P4c,tQ
de Bogoti, Anuario juridico Interamericano 1981, pp.30-79; T. B. d e M a e ke.] tli,Bpgota:
Pact (1948), in: EPIL Instalment 6 (1983), p.42; M.E.. Jim6nez de Ar6chag.a&apos;, La-

coordination des syst de PONU et des OEA pour lerpacifique des,&apos; 6rends

et de la s6curit6 collective, RdC vol.1 11 (1964 1), p.419.
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adopted for the OAS in 19675 and in 19856, and for the Rio Treaty in
19757.. Not all of these amendments so far have been ratified by the number
of States required for entry into force, Iand none of the amendments has
been ratified by all States.
With regard to the scope of the following remarks, it shall be noted

that they do not exhaust the full spectrum of legal co-operation in the
Americas. The Inter-American System encompasses areas other than those
regulated in the three main treaties which will here be addressed. More

importantly, the work of the Inter-American Commission on Human

Rights and. of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights will not be

cpve,red8. Both organs were established&apos;under the auspices of the OAS, but
they&apos; -opera.te in. an independent manner. The major contributions which
the Commission and the Court have been able to make to the observation
and enforcemen&apos;t - of human rights in a short period have rightly received
wide attention, and it is appropriate -to. point out explicitly here at the
outset that co-operation in this particular area has so far been well-orga-
niSed and consistent, and that, in the cases reviewed by the Commission
and the Court, appropriate measures of implementation have been taken
on the national level. The reasons for not presenting the work done and the
results achieved lies in the attempt to focus on the broader efforts of co-

operation and. law -enforcement which are reflected and embodied in the
IAS.

5 This amendment has generally been referred to as the Protocol of Buenos Aires; see for
details G a r c i a - A in a d o r (note 1), vol. 1, p. 142 ff.; C. S e p 6 1 v e d a, La Organizaci6n de
Estados Americanos desde la reforma de Buenos Aires (1967). Transici6n y ajuste, Revista
Espafiola de Derecho Internacional, vol.24 (1971), pp.271-280.

6 The amendment is reprinted in International Legal Materials, vol.25 (1986), p.529.
7 For details, see G a r c i a - A ni a d o r (note 1), vol.2, pp.358-396; A. G o m e z R o -

b I e d o, El Protocolo de Reformas al Tratado 14teramericano de Asistencia Reciproca, Foro
Internacional, vol. 17 (1977), pp.338-35Z

8 See for details the publications of T. B u e r g e n t h a 1, The American Convention on

Human Rights: Illusions and Hopes, Buffalo Law Review, vol.21 (1971), pp. 121-136; idem,
The Revised OAS Charter and the Protection of Human Rights, AJIL vol.69 (1975),
pp.828-836; idem, The Inter-American System for the Protection of Human Rights,
Anuario.juridico Interamericano 1981, pp.80-120; idem, Ile American Convention on

Human Rights, in: EPIL Instalment 8 (1985), pp.23-27; idem, Inter-American Court of
Human Rights, in: EPIL Instalment 8 (1985), pp.324-326; T. Buergenthal/R.E.
No r r i s, Human Rights, The Inter-American System (1982/83); T. B u e r g e n t h a I /R. E.
Norris/D. Shelton, Protecting Human Rights in the Americas. Selected Problems
(1982);H.&apos;Gros Espiell,Lesyst
tion internationale des droits de Phomme, RdC vol. 145 (1975 11), pp. 1-55; J. K o k o t t, Das
interamerikanische System zurn Schutz der Menschenrechte (Beitrige zum - aushindischen
6ffentlichen Recht und Vblkerrecht, vol.92) (1986).
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116 Do*lzer

Several weighty reasons indicatethat the experience of the, 1AS&quot;(.

ing the enforcement of international -obligations deserves. spetial,&apos;attektion.
organisationThe IAS -may be considered as the&apos; prototype -of A, regiOn

-within the meaning of Arts.52-55.of the UN Charter-Ats foundations were
laid before those of-the United- Nations in 1945 at that&apos;.nme, it c Idpu,

alfeady draw u on decades of experience gathered on,the. American conti.-ASP
nent. Moreover, Latin American in insisted.in&apos;San.
Francisco in 1945 to grant&apos;special powers* to regional Organisation.s:
the UN system, and, due -to their demandg.a.,com romise between, ihp

concepts ofIregionalism and universalism*,was reached in the negotiations
and, finally enshrined in the UN Charte. 9. The Latin&apos;Amerietai vantage,.

the San. Francisco -negotiations was- tacitly based. the S., Mp_:point in as-

tions that regional organisations are better suited and to.s.upervise
aand enforce rules for an international .9,rder tbaii! g1,64al&quot;, Organisation;

&apos;&apos;
I, r

.d. strongerho-local circurnstances- an werefamiliarity with the mbg&apos;eneity
-Of this position!O.frequently cited in, favour

Initially; it must also be underfinedthat.-th,e liS&apos;Vof principles upon which

the OAS is based and which are spelled -,out in Art. 3&apos;-of its. Charter .&apos;are

remarkably broad and reflect rules of intemational.law whic4 globally
acceptedl 1; whereas certain rules of regional customary Iaw-may:-haytbeen

and certain rules of general law have: period cally been es.,qudeveloped12
tioned and attacked by Latin American States 13, it holds. nevertheless true

that the, basic scepticism against traditional international law has.in general.
notbeen as deeply rooted and distinct, in-this region, as in Africa,

le,t IAS order existA paradigmatic, trai in th s, in princip, init.s contribu
tions to an orderly form of co-operation berween large States with:military.
and economic power 4nd smaller andweaker States. 1jistprically,&apos;it...Fannot

great &apos;re poasibil-be overlooked that the powers. bear a special measure, of.. s

ity for the maintenance of international order and that a corresponding
degree of control by iliese powers will -have to be agsumedl In, the-VN

n9 See P. Ve I I a s,, Le t6gionalisme-internationat. et l&apos;Organisatio es&apos;Nations Unies

(1948).
10 See generally R.: D 6i,z e r, Universalism and Regionalismi im The.Spirii of.&apos;Uppsala,

ed. by A. Grahl-Madsen/j.. Tom*an (1984), pp, 513,1518 ff.

11. Ai-t.3a states that &quot;International law -is:*the standard of conduct of -States in&quot; their
reciprocal relations&quot;. This basic concept is further elaborated in Art0b-31.,

12 See J. B a r b *e r i s, International Law, American, in:. EPIL Instalment 6 (19,83) p;222.:
13 This are mainly the rules governing foreign investment; see for details. D. S-b a The

Calvo Clause (19,55).
14,See-genetally A. Randelzhofer, Great Powersjn: EPIL Inst- 9 -(1986),

p. 142.
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Charter, the composition of the Security Council and the veto power of its

permanent members reflect these pre-requisites of an international order as

perceived in 1945.

Of course,&apos;the antinomy between this manifestation of the inequality of
States on the one hand and the emphasis on the universal prohibition of the

use of force and the principle of sovereign equality on the other hand lies at

the heart of post-war international developments which directly bear upon
the question of enforcement of international obligations. Origin and struc-

ture of the IAS are remarkable in this context as well; the American orga-
nisations have historically grown out of two parallel, in part overlapping
and in part potentially conflicting vantage points. Whereas the United

States have long emphasised that the essential element of co-operation in

the Americas lies in the fundamental, objective to keep non-American

States out of the Americas, the Central and Latin American States have

also, and continuously, emphasised their position that the principle of

non-intervention must be scrupulously observed not only across the

oceans but also within the IAS15. Thus, the OAS represents at the same

time an effort to establish a regional order based upon geopolitical objec-
tives of &apos;a great power, and an attempt to limit the potential role of that
power on the basis of a treaty-based system of co-operation. In this re-

spect, as well, the experience within&apos;the IAS reflects important elements of
the current global order, even though only one major power is a member
of the IAS, and confrontations between major powers have surfaced on the
American continent only in an indirect manner.

Finally, the structure and the role of the OAS in the maintenance of
international order and the respect for the rules of international law deserve
to be examined also in terms of the failure and the success of its efforts to

strengthen the. rule of law. The record of the IAS has been remarkably
positive within the first two or three decades of its existence. A variety of

disputes, including border problems, issues of intervention, real or alleged

15 This ambivalence in the purposes and the structure of the IAS has often been de-
scribed; see, more recently, for example G. Meek, US Influence in the Organization of
American States, journal of Interamerican Studies and World Affairs, vol.17 (1975),
pp.311-325; T. F a r e r, The United States and the inter-American System: Are there Func-
tions for the Forms? (1978); R. B I o o in fi e I d, The Inter-American System: Does it Have a

Future?, in: Farer (note 1), p.3; W. R o g e r s, A Note on, the Future. of the Inter-American

System, ibid., p.20; J. P. Row I e s The United States, the OAS, and the Dilemma of the

Undesirable Regime, Georgia journal of International and Comparative Law, vol. 13 (1983)
Supp., pp.385-410; L.M. Diaz, El sistema interamericano: entre el unilateralismo y la

moperancia, in: Contemporary Issues in International Law, Essays in Honor of Louis B.

Sohn (1984), pp.407-426.
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118 Dolzer

cases of.aggression have threatened peace, stability and the observation of

international obligations during that period, and the contributions of the

1AS to the preservation of peace and the rule of law have then in most.

instances been positive if not outstanding. One recent study lists 23 instan-

ces of disputes between IAS member &amp;ates in the period between 1948 and

1978 in which disruptions of orderly international relations were imminent

or had occurred 16. Thus, it would certainly not be justified to assumethat
the relatively high degree of homogeneity within &apos;the IAS had obviated the

need to enforce international law during that period. In most:or virtually
all of these disputes, the IAS was called upon to deal with the relevant

problem and to find a solution based upon its principles; as far as can be

seen, the IAS and the Rio Treaty organisation contributed in a significant
manner to the solutions upon which the.States in q.uestion agreed in reSOIV7
ing their disputes. From this perspective, the OAS maywell be said to have

livedup to the expectations which the Latin American States had created in

1945, and to have kept its house clear of major disruptions and infringe-
ments of international obligations.

It must immediately be added, however, that this period of close co-

operation within the IAS seems to have come to an end in the late 1970S
and that thereafter the roles of the OAS,and the Rio Treaty have lost much
of their successful profile17; according to the viewpoints of well-informed
observers, the OAS and, the Rio Treaty have in the mosvrecent years been
in a state of disarray and have therefore not been in a positionto make

major contributions to the respect forand the compliance with rules of

international law., Already in 1977, the then United States Secretary - of

State stated at the OAS General AssemblYthat &quot;the United States favors a

thoroughly reformed OAS. structure&quot;18. In. 1979, a former -United States

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs and.Undersecretary
for Economic Affairs stated in unusually undiplomatic words that

there is now a broad agreement in the United States- and, Latin America
that the OAS. is entitled to low esteem&quot; 19.

Several developments within the lastfew years li Since further eroded
the role of the IAS20. The United States support for the United Kingdom
during the Falkland conflict has raised doubts in Latin America with regard

16 Hon,e g g e r (note 2), p.30 ff.
17: See the various contributions in: Farer (note 1).
18 The position of the United States is described by B I o o rn. f i e I d(note 15), p. 13 f.
19 R o g e r s (note 15), p.23.
20 Ibid., p.21 ff.
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to the, priority which the United States places upon co-operation within the
IAS21. Also, the United States intervention in Grenada and the military
operations against Nicaragua have not been co-ordinat within the IAS.
The fact, for instance, that Latin American regional efforts to stabilise

peace in Central America have been organised within a more informal

arrangement, i.e. the Contadora group, rather than the OAS corresponds
to increasing signs of divergence of positions and interests among the OAS
member States. More broadly, questions concerning the respect for and the
enforcement of accepted international law and issues of dispute settlement
have not been the only ones which have tended to divide rather than to

strengthen the role of the OAS. The Latin American States have placed
issues of economic co-operation high on their list of priorities to be dealt
with in the IAS22, and have even made a corresponding effort to revise the
OAS Charter in order to establish a concept of &quot;collective economic
security&quot;; a. new version of the OAS Charter which was adopted in
December 1985 reflects certain elements of this new approach.

H. Law Enforcement through the Peaceful Settlement
ofDisputes in the IAS

Within the Inter-American System as it developed after 1899, a number
of major efforts towards the establishment of procedures for the peaceful
settlement of disputes were made before 1945. The creation of the famous
Central American Court in 1907 did not take place within the framework
of this system, but it was indicative of the generally positive attitude to-

wards. peaceful settlement in the Americas in the earlier part of the cen-

tury23. The OAS Charter does not contain elaborate provisions in this

respect. It states in Art.23 the general principle of peaceful settlement of
disputes, subsequently spells out in a general manner the catalogue of
peaceful procedures in Art.24, and goes on to add in Art.25 that in case a

21 See G. C o n n e I I - S in i t h, The OAS and the Falklands Conflict, The World Today,
vol.38 (1982), pp.340-347; L. C. W i I s o n, The Impact of the Falkland/Malvinas Conflict
upon the Inter-American System, OAS and Rio Treaty: A Selected and Annotated Bibliog-
raphy, Anuario Juridico Interamericano 1983, pp.295-343; C. H o I g u i n H o I g u 1 n, El
TIAR y la soluci6n pacifica de las controversias en el sistema interamericano, ibid.,
pp. 103-122.

22 See the contributions by W. Baer/D.V. Coes, Changes in the Inter-American
Economic System (p.35), R o g e r s (p.54), T.J. F a r e r, Toward Regional Accommodation:
Is there Anything to Negotiate? (p.66), and B I o o in f i e I d (p.73), all in: Farer (note 1).

23 See H. M. H i 11, Central American Court of justice, in: EPIL Instalment 1 (1981),
p.41.
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settlement cannot-be -reached through- diplomatic -channels,,th6 partiei-shA
agree on some other peaceful procedure. The - brevity,&apos;and- ge*nerdl &apos;of

these basit articles.- must be explained in the light. of phns existin the,
time of the drafting of the OAS Charter; to establish an -ambitious and -

peciat trencompassing treaty for the peaceful settlement,of--d,isputes; a s

for, this purpose is explicitly envisaged, in Art.26.., of th&amp;OAS Charter.,

According to this provision,. the objective of this treaty wasnothin; 1.g

than to&apos;ensure &quot;that&apos;no dispute between American-States shall fail of deffili-I

tive settlement within a reasonable period&quot;. The&apos;Treaty &quot;of Bogoti wa.s

negotiated and adopted in 1948. This Treaty was built upon the experience
gathered previously in the but it..--.-also -contained,.&apos; completely
novel features. Generally, it is agreed that thle T-keaty of--Zogoti &apos;must -be

cons -made in -order to: ensure----As the most ambitious effort sIo :far

peaceful settlement of disputes, thus creating .a powerfiul mechanism- to,
t ations. I

Iensure the respect and the. enforcement of.interna&apos; i6nal oblig i

No effort can be made here to resent the Various forms&apos; of disputep
settlement offered to the parties inthe Bogoti Treaty;. in &apos;its complexity
the Treaty is in part reminiscent of. the system of dispute, settlement con-,,
tained in the 19$2 Law of the Sea Convention. Its central. elemenvis con-

tained in Art.XXX124. Remarkably, this clause provides (different from,

the Law of the Sea Convention.) that the partie&apos;s recognise -the jurisdiction
of the International Court of justice (ICJ) as compulsory ipso facto,`With-
out the necessity of any special agreement; this special emphasis the

role of the ICJ distinguishes the IAS. from&apos; the- Organization of African

Unity (OAP) and &apos;the European system. The, c4tegories of cases to

settled under the Bogoti, Treaty comprise not only the interpretation of

treaties and any question of international law, but also the existence.,of
relevant facts and aspects. of reparation.
As to the fate of the Treaty, it has so far been ratified by .14 States, the

last one being Chile in 4974. El Salvador has meanwhile withdrawn.&apos;

24 Art.XXXI reads: &quot;In conformity with ArtIicle 36., paragraph 2, of the Statute
International Court of Justice,the High Contracting Tarties declare that they recognize, in

relation to any other American State,. the jurisdiction of the Coutt ds compulso.x&apos;y. -ipso f
without the necessity of any special agreement so long a thepres is in force, in all

disputes of a juridi6d nature that arise among them cohceifting: a) The interpretation of a

treaty; b) Any*question of international law; c) The existence of any fact which, if estab-
y

lished, woU The, nature or extent of&apos;ld-&apos; the breach of an international obligatioril
the reparation to be made for the breach of an international,obligailon&quot;,..

The question may be raised as to whether the parties have undertaken. an imperfect
obligation or whether the provision establishes the jurisdiction of the IQJ&apos;wiihout any

further agreement among the parties to a dispute.
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To repeat, the procedures contained in the Bogoti Treaty can be applied
unilaterally at-the request ofone party, butno organ of the OAS is empowered
to initiate*such proceedings. In practice, the Bogoti Treaty has so far been

largely 111-fated. In suh-imer 1986, Nicaragua has based two suits against Costa
Rica:and. Honduras upon the jurisdictional clauses of the Bogoti Treaty.
Previously&apos;, the Treaty had- not been relied upon only in two cases -in which

CIAS organs had recommended its application25.
Against this background., it is not surprising that efforts have been made in

.the past to find new solutions within the OAS framework. So far, however,
progress towards reaching a new consensus was limited.- A modest step in this
direction was made in. 1967 when the OAS Charter was amended by the
Protocol of Buenos Aires26. At that time, the OAS member States drew upon
the experience gathered by the activities of the Inter-American Peace.-Com-
mittee27. This Committee had been established by the forerunner ofthe OAS,
the Pan American Union, in 1940 in order to keep a constantvigilance over the
process ofpeaceful settlement in the Americas. With-regard to the substantive
solution of disputes, it could only offer its good services; however, it had the

right to suggest -methods of dispute settlement. Between 1950 and 1956, this
Committee enjoyed the right to become active at the unilateral request of one
affected party and at the request of any American State in circumstances wheny
it appeared that the parties among themselves were not able to reach a

solution. However, the States felt uncomfortable even with this modest
element of a collective enforcement system, and the OAS Council decided in
1956 to limit the activities of the Committee to those cases in which one

affected party requested its activity and the other party agreed. To a very
limited degree, the competences of the Committee were broadened again in
1959. Although acting outside the formal framework of the OAS, the
Committee maintained close connections with individual OAS organs by
way of submitting reports of its activities. In the post-war period, the
Committee&apos;s activities on the whole turned out to be successful. Apparently,
the informality and the flexibility of its procedures as well as the lack of

publicity were mainly responsible for its success.

25 See G a r c i a - A m a d o r (note 1), vol.2, p.236.
26 Supra note 5; also E. L a g o s Los nuevos mecanismos procesales para la eficacia de la

solucl6n pacifica de las controversias, con particular referencia a la pritica de la O.E.A. en

los filtimos anos, in: Perspectivas del Derecho Internacional Contemporaneo. Experiencias y
visi6n de America Latina, ed. by F. Orrego Vicufia/J. Ingoin Barrenne, vol.2 -(1981),
pp.81-93; H. G r o s E s p i e 11, Perfeccionamiento del r6gimen jurisdiccional internacional
en el sistema interamericano, ibid., pp. 167-186.

27 See for details G a r c i a - A rn a d o r (note 1), vol.2, p.238 ff
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In the. light of the failure of the- Treaty of, BogQt,.i and the relative success

in the 1967 ProtQcol,tQ;the OASof the Committee&apos;swork, it was deci
-the experience ee.Charter to build within the&apos;0AS upon of the mmitt

The Permanent Council of the. OAS was then entrust&apos; d with.-the&apos;same task

of, keeping&apos;vigilance over the maintenance of friendly relations.,and assisting
the member States in the peaceful settlement of disputes,. In, view 4 the

large number of members of the Permanent. Council and:thepbjective of
flexible., informal and&apos;- discretionary procedurd&apos;s,. a, -new committe,e-va&amp; e&apos;s-

tablished as a -subsidiary organ of the Permanent, Council, now called,the

Inter-American. Committee on Peaceful Settlement, composed.. of five
members only.
The version of the Charter adopted. in 1985 eliminates the, loter-A, 1:--,Met,

can and replaces it with ad hoc-committees the composition of
which to be decided in eachindividual case in the light of existiq drCUM
stances.. Such a committee is empowered (as was the Inter&quot;American Cora-&quot;
mittee) with, a limited, but -considerable degree ofautonomous powers (see
Art.87. as amended. in 1985).., Upon the reque,st.,of one party,, the Council

will refer the issue to the committee, and the latter will. offer.. its, good
offices. Themain point is that the refusal of such,an offerby one,of, the

eparties does not terminate the committee?s,powers, rathen&apos;the co mitte
retains the right to take steps, &quot;to restore, relations... between t-he&apos;parties, if

they were interrupted, or to re-establish.,harmaily between them&quot;.&apos;At-the

same time, the committee is bound to, issue a report to the, Permanent,

Council;, the latter may also, attempt. to bring the parties together. If this
renewed: effort remains, withouvsuccess.. as well, the,Council will. subj a

report to the highest organ, the General Assembly; -latter has-thelpower
to consider any matter relating to friendly -relations among the American

States (Art..52). Thus, it is clear, on the one hand, that the organs of the

OAS today enjoy the autonomous power to become active: with a view to-

find a solution, to the dispute; on: the -other hand, these collective powers
are of a hortatory and not of a binding nature,* and the OAS

Charter therefore, in spite of the progress made, is ajar cry froin the
original ambitions embodied in the Bogoti Charter. The.OAS may thus

contribute to bring about a peaceful solution by which rights are enforced,-
but it cannot itself take measures to identify existing. obligations. in 4 bind

ing manner.

Suffice it here to say that the discrepancy between the objectives aimed at

in Art.26 of-the OAS Charter and the actual development,of the law has
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been intensely discussed in the OAS in the 1970S28. It is remarkable that
the major thrust of the efforts to establish a more effective system was not

so much aimed at the bilateral process of settling a dispute, but at strength-
ening the role of the organs of the OAS in assisting, guiding -and perhaps
even committing the parties to a dispute with respect to the settlement of
their problems. Conspicuously enough, these efforts did not meet with
widespread support, and their spirit and purpose have found only-a weak
echo in the adopted revisions of the Charter.

In retrospect, it is of course,remarkable how little direct effect the Treaty
of Bogot has had even though it hag been ratified by a number of States. It
is difficult to assess whether the existence of the Treaty has had a preven-
tive effect in the sense of facilitating the settlement of disputes at the level
of diplomatic negotiations. It is clear, howeveri that the discussions within
the OAS seem, to express, a widespread sense of dissatisfaction and frustra-
tion about -the role of, the Treaty. A review of the OAS experience in the

post-war period indicates -that it may not be sufficient for effective dispute
settlement to create mechanisms for the bilateral process of dispute settle-
ment; the- power of collective organs to become active in the settlement of

disputes and to contribute directly to their solution may in practice be
indispensable for an effective system to settle disputes and to enforce inter-
national obligations. Even though the actual success of the OAS in settling
disputes has long been satisfactory, the progress in reforming the institu-
tional structures with a view to create a more collective-oriented system of

dispute settlement has remained rather limited. Disputes were in practice
settled within the OAS on the basis of informal multilateral procedures
rather than of its elaborate formal system of dispute settlement.

Since 1936, consultation among the member States has been emphasised
as the main form of dispute settlement. Historically, the consultation pro-
cedure was established as a means to respond to threats of the collective
security29. Ever since, it served as the chief method of peaceful settlement.
In ordinary situations, the Meeting of Foreign Ministers serves as the organ
of consultation, whereas in urgent cases the OAS Council may assume that
function. It may not be without broader significance that in spite of the
existence of various other procedures for peaceful settlements specifically
designed for application by other organs of the IAS, it was the so-called

organ of consultation provided for in the Rio Treaty which in practice
made the most significant contributions in this area; one may well specu-

28 ibid., vol.2, p.25 ff.
29 Ibid., vol.2, p.264 ff.
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late whether or not it was a coincidence that -it was the organ with&apos;, the
power to apply sanctions which became the most prominent one.

Thus, the experience in the 1AS is that the hotndgeneity of theStates hm

led to -a. &apos;reference for informal as opposed to judicial methods:of dip §pute.
settlements;. Political compromise or postpone. ent seem. f6 be. more- at-

tractive than the uncertainty- and rigidity of,f6rmal.third. party 8ettlem,ent.,

Speaking in an exaggerating manner,,the crux.pf designs for-formal,dispute-

settlement currently seems, to c-onsis.tin the inclination of States to, avoid

them in, relation to, friendly States and in. the aversion of States to. -utifise

them (or comply with them),in relationtp hosti -embers of the region -&apos;at

least the -experience. within,the-JAS can be explained. and along
these lines. There is a ce ta n paradoxical element:in this,, but of course, as..r

I

I

we have heard, this experience is not limited to the American continent.
The., preference for informal negotiatioxis&apos;. as the main, form..of - disputep e

settlement has become the dominant trend in all regions, the existence of:
elaborate and sophisticated.formal mechanisr - s notwithstanding. The fact
that the Treaty of Bogoti has for the first time,-,b.een.&apos;unilatera,lly invoked.by
Nicaragua under ciicumstances in which the differences with -her.. neigh-
bours appear to be momentarily.irrecopcilable. miay,.be.taken.,.t-o illustrate

-practice, th&amp;n 6aive effe&apos;ts f-for althat, at least on the level of&apos;State e_ c 0,

processes of dispute settlementhave been-considered. as!- Outw-eighing the

advantages foreseen by those, who drafted the Bogoti. Treaty. As long. as

the political will of co-operation in the settlement of disputes exists withih

the informal structures, the s bfi- itivystem.pro.duces respecta. e. p9s. e results.
The. experience, within thepa&apos;st years ha sho &apos; the existi g OASs. wn x _.n

system to settle- disputes is insufficient in the absence;of ageneralclimate of

political co-operation.

III. Law Enforcement through the Apph64_&apos;tion&quot;- of
Sanctions in the IAS

.To understand the mechanism for sanctions within the !-.AS it is.-again
important. to view -the OAS Charter and thq, R_io Treaty., in. their. common

context. The OAS -Charter deals: with issues of collective security. both
t is sp Redfrom a substantive and, a procedural point:of view, In Avt.2 1&quot; e

out that every act of.aggression againstany American State:shall be.consid-.

ered an act of aggression, against the. other American States as.&apos;well. Again,
e eparallel to the Charter&apos;s structure concerning dispute settl m nt; the Char-

ter itself does not, spell out in any detail -which legal consequence.s should

arise from the fundamental principle enunciated in Art-,.27;J.nArt.-28, refen-
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ence is made to the special, treaties on the subject. Procedurally, Art.59
does not specifically relate to matters of collective. security, but to all

problems, &quot;of an urgent nature and of common interest to, the American
States&quot;; in such situations, an or,,an called the Meeting of Consultation of9
Ministers of Foreign Affairs shall meet at the request of any member

(Arts.59, 60). In case of an armed attack, a meeting shall be held without

delay (Art.63). Interestingly, according to Art. 116 para.2,, of the version

adopted in 1985, the Secretary General has the power to bring to the
attention of the General Assembly,or the Permanent Council any matter

which &quot;in his opinion might threaten peace or security of the hemisphere
or the development of the Member States&quot;. Art.59 indicates that the Meet-

ing. of Consultation of Foreign.Ministers will have a dual function, inas-
much as. it. will also serve As the organ of consultation; in the Act of

Chapultapec30, upon which the current system-of collective security is

historically based, it had been stipulated that consultations would take

place under certain circumstances .(Part 1, Point 4). Also, it is remarkable
that unanimity is not required. All collective sanctions which are provided
for in the Treaty require the consent of two thirds of the member States.
As to the question of the -rights which may be collectively enforced and

the type of violations which trigger the collective mechanisms, the relevant

provisions are found in Art.3 and in Art.6 of the Rio Treaty. According to

these clauses, the following circumstances permit the member States to

take action:

(a) an armed. attack by any State against an American State (Art.3),
(b) an aggression which is not an armed attack but which affects the in-

violability or -the integrity of the territory or the sovereignty or the

political independence of any American State (Art.6),
(c) an extra-continental or an intra-continental conflict (Art.6),. and.
(d) any other fact or situation that might endanger the peace of America

(Art.6).
Whereas most of these terms are familiar and used in other international

documents, the concept of an &quot;aggression which is not an armed attack&quot;
has acquired a special meaning in the Rio Treaty and in the OAS Charter.

Apparently,. it is not meant in the sense of an indirect attack as that concept
has been defined in the UN definition of aggression; rather, this notion is
meant to denominate acts of political aggression which are of a subversive
nature3l

30 See on this Act ibid., vol.2, p.270ff.
31 ibid., vol.2, p.315 ff.
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The Rio Treaty, has a distinct feature. inasmuch as it states in specific
terms, the sanctions which the competent organ may introduce in order to

enforce- those international obligations which have been,violated The list

of these sanctions is&apos; spelled out. in Art.8; and it comprises, similar to the

powers-of the UN Security Council,
(a) the recall of chiefs of diplomatic missions,,
(b) the breaking of diplomatic or consular relations,

(c) the partial or!complete interruption of economic relations,

(d) the partial: -or complete interruption of all forms of communication,
and

(e) the use of armed force.
The importance of these&apos; articles: is underlined by Art.2Q of the Rio

Treaty; this clause provides that a decision of-jhe competent. organ to

introduce one or several of these sanctions is binding upon all:mem6et

States, the sole exception that no,5tate shall be requited to use- armed

force without its consent.

As t6. the period between the beginning of an arme&amp;.Iattack and the.

decision the competent OAS organ on the requited sanctioris, each. one&apos;

of the member States may- determine individually which immediate

measures it may take&apos;upon the request of the State directly attacked..

Should a conflict.&apos;arise between Arrierican&apos;States, the competent organ

ding States to Isuspend g.has the special power to call upon the con -ho

tilities, to restore matters to the status quo ante bellum, and to take all

other necessary measures -to re-establish peace and to solve the-. conflict by
peaceful means (Art.7).
As mentioned briefly above, Art.7 of the Rio Treaty also..- coAtains a

general clause concerning peaceful. settlement of disputes. Thus
Treaty is not only a pact for the&apos;collective security of the member&apos;States,
but is also addressed to the, settlement of conflicts; such a combination of
powers may be atypical in modern inIstruments, but it is.consistent with a

comprehensive approach to the resolution of conflicts.. In fact, Art.7 of the

Rio..Treaty -has in practice been much more:ofte-n inv6ked,%.t.,han. its:
sions on sanctions, and it has in part filled the gap t w.- ic failure of

the Treaty of Bogoti his led..The historical reason for the dual. fu*nction of

the Rio Treaty related to the&apos;.. feeling that sanctions should be postpQned
c ntriamong American States as long as other measures could*possibl 0 1-

bute to solve the confliCt32.
With regard to the contributions of the IAS, towards. the maintenance of

32. Ibid., vol.2, p.264 ff.
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peace, it shall be noted here that the OAS has- taken the position in the

Dominican crisis in 1965 that the IAS confers the right. to establish a

peace-keeping forCe33. The legal basis for the peace force then established

was not seen in the Rio Treaty, but in Art.59 of the OAS Charter accord-

ing to which the Meeting of &apos;Consultation, of Foreign Ministers has the

power &quot;to consider problems of an urgent nature and of common interest

to the American States&quot;. The task of the force was not to intervene in the
then on-going civil war in the Dominican Republic, but to contribute to

create peaceful. conditions. According to the OAS Secretary General, this

action was lawful because it did not impose the will of a third party upon
the people of the Dominican Republic, but rather helped to create condi-

tions which would finally permit the free exercise of the political will of

the Dominican people34. It is not of interest here to examine all legal
aspects of the force; what is important is that the establishment of the
force was permitted under the OAS Charter and under Art.53 of the UN

Charter.
A special legal issue has arisen within the framework of the Rio Treaty

concerning the binding or. non-binding nature of sanctions and related

decisions agreed upon by the competent organ under provisions other
than Art.8. Since Art.20 specifically addresses the matter of the binding
nature of sanctions and provides only for the binding nature of measures

under Art.8, the argument may be made that sanctions other than those
under Art.8 do not bind the member States. Nevertheless, the Depart-
ment of Legal Affairs of the&apos;General Secretariat of the organisation has

expressed the view that the obligatory character of sanction-related deci-
sions should in general be presumed35.

It would be noted that the Rio Treaty has occasionally been critically
reviewed by member States. As a result of various initiatives, a Protocol
of Amendment was adopted in 197536, but the number of ratifications

required for its entry into force has not yet been reached. Still, a brief

survey shall be given at this point of those changes which relate directly
to the issue of enforcement of international obligations:

1. The principle of solidarity in case of an armed attack has been lim-

-33 See J. R. j o s e, An Inter-American Peace Force within the Framework of the Organi-
zation of American States: Advantages, impediments, implications (1970); C.G. Fen-

wick, International Law, the OAS and the Dominican Crisis, International Law Docu-

ments, vol.62 (1980), pp.9-15.
34 UN Doc. S/638 1.
35 Doc. OEA/Ser.G/VI, C/INF. 1230, December 18,1969.
36 See G a r c i a - A m a d o r (note 1), vol.2,_ pp.358-396; supra note 7

9 Za6KV 47/1
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ited to the States&apos;*parties and shall no longer apply in -all cases of attacks

against an American.State (amended Art3).
2. The concept of an aggression whichis not_ an arme4,&apos;,attack shall be

deleted (amended Art-5)..
3. The amended Art.&apos;9 generally adapts the notion- of aggression.to the

version adopted in 1974 by the-United Nations; however it does not

consider attack on the aircraft or merchant vessels of a State as a form of an

aggression.
4. According to the amended-Art.20, -a vote of t&apos;wo-thirds is necessary to

introduce a sanction, as before; but. in order -to rescind such measures, an

absolute majority of-votes shall now suffice.

5i With regard-to the sanctions provided for in Art.8,.the new Art.23

envisages recommendations in addition to the obligatory- measures which

so far have only been possible under the wordin&amp; of Art.20. Also, the new
Art.23 adds thai any -State confronted with special economic problems
arising from the carrying out of sanctions shall have the right to consult the

competent organ.
6. The principle of non-intervention among themember States has. been

stressed (new Art. 12).
-7. organ of consultation has so far been Jimited to decide about-

sanctions, w,hereas it shall now be granted the;right to- contribute to the

peaceful solution of the conflict (amended.Art. t4isjs important in the

light.of political weight generally attached -to that organ.

IV The Relationship between the OAS and the UN1P
in the Process ofLaw Enforcement

It is not necessary to deal in any. detail in this: report with the general
issues concerning the rights of regional arrangements as, stipulated in, Chap-
ter VIII (Arts.52-54) of the UN Charter. However, some observations in

this context with regard to specific practices and. developments within the

Iriter-American System are in order37. Concerning the role of the IAS.in

the peaceful -settlement of disputes, the interpretation;&apos;of Art.53 seCtl of

37 See generally J. Wo I f,. Regional Arrangements:and the UN Charter, in: EPIL Instal-
ment&apos;6 (1983), p.289, with further references; specifically with reference to the OAS
L. W i I s o ii, The Settlements of Conflicts within the Framework - of kegulations&apos;between
Organizations and the United Nations: The Case of Cuba, 1962-1964,; Netherlapds&apos;Interna-
tional Law Review, vol.22 (1975), pp.282-318; R. D i a:z A I b 6 n i c o, Las&apos;relaciones in-

stitucionales entre la Organizaci6n de Naciones Unidas y la Organizaci6n de Estados

Americanos, ibid., pp.222-243.
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the VN Charter. whas&apos;given rise to considerable problems within, the IAS;
Art.53 *

sect.2 reads:- &quot;The members of the United Nations entering into
such arrangements or constituting such agencies shall make every effort to

achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through such regional arrange-
ments or,by such regional agencies before- referring them to the Security
Council&quot;.
Both the OAS Charter (Art.23): and the Treaty of Bogoti (Arts.II and L)

essentially correspond to Art.53 sect.2, but they also go beyond this provi-
sion by stipulating an o b I i g a t i o n of the member States to submit their

disputes to the regional process of peaceful settlement instead of requiring,
as does Art.53 sect.2 &quot;to make every effort&quot; in this direction. The Rio

Treaty, drafted in 1947, is built upon the.same pattern as the OAS Charter
and the Treaty of Bogoti (1948), but it also contains another remarkable
feature inas,much as it precludes not only access to-the Security Council
during the period of efforts at the regional level, but also to the General

Assembly (Art.2). However, this, distinctly regionalist approach of the
Latin American States was gradually modified and reconsidered, and Art.2

of*the amended Rio Treaty indeed no longer precludes. early access to the
General Assembly. Moreover, the amended Treaty adds that the provision
concerning dispute settlement in the IAS &apos;Ishall not be interpreted as an

impairment of the rights and obligations of the States Parties under Articles
34 and 35 of the Charter of the UN&quot;; also, it does not require that a dispute
shall be submitted to the settlement procedure of the IAS, but, in accor-

dance with Art.52 sect.2 of the UN Charter, only requires that &quot;every
effort&quot; be made in this direction. Finally, it is spelled out explicitly in Art.2
of the amended Rio Treaty that the States parties retain all their rights
underArts.34 and 35 of the UN Charter; thus, the right of access of the

partiestO the UN Security Council and the General Assembly is placed
beyond doubt in the amended version. of the Treaty. The result of these
modifications of the Rio Treaty, once they enter into force, would be that
the OAS Charter and the Rio Treaty are no longer identical in this impor-
tant aspect. An effort was made, therefore, to revise the OAS Charter
along the lines of the amended Rio Treaty, and the version of Art.23 as

adopted in 1985 follows the approach chosen in the Rio Treaty.
Another point concerning the relationship between the IAS and the UN

Charter shall be addressed here. According to Art.53 sect.2 of the UN
Charter, &quot;no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrange-
ments or by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security
Council The interpretation of this -clause was never entirely beyond
,doubt concerning the question as to whether only measures involving the
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use of force or all types of sanctions are subject to the&apos;;authorisation the
IASSecurity Council361. The, point. of vieW,,w4 prevailed within the

preferred the more narrow role of the Security Council) thus leav!ng it.up

to the regional organs to introduce sanctions not involving the use.of-force..
Apparently, the reasoning for this&apos;position is mainly based upon the
that the UN Charter itself makes a distinction between enforcement, ac-

tions which are not coercive in Art.41 and.inilitaryactions in Art-42.

Some general remarks may be, added here which summarise th
developments concerning the preference for regionalism or for universal,

ism in the Americas. The described amendment of the, Rio-.Trea
introduced at the request of Latin American- States. Thus, it witl,be &apos;. ob-

served that while the Latin American States favoured the strengthenipg
regional arrangements in 1945, the majority of them,has since, shifted,*porsi-
tion and now tendsito modify its preference for regionalism byintroduci-n*g
stronger -elements of a universalist approach. The speciat nature - of this

hedevelopment becomes apparent against ihe background At reducedrole.

of the United- Nations as reviewed in.other reports of thistolloquitim. The
Latin American position represents a cross current which is,.to. a-certa
extent, indicative for the attitude of States from the third worlddil general.
It would appear that the positive and/or:ne.gative 4-niplications of this fact
have not received adequate attention-in the context-of.1aw enforcement

through ii-iternational organisations, It would well. be worth x*,-onsidering
the significance of this development in its broader implications at another

occasion..

Y. Concludl&apos;Zg Remarks

The IAS as conceived in 1947/48 aimed at. establishing a, newprk of

organisations the combined competences of which came close 66, arrlide
regional organisation in terms, of its powers to enforce -internationat,legal,
obligations. The system was to allow the identification of an.existing.obli-
gation through compulsory third party.. settlement,- and it permitted -the

introduction of credible and effective sanctions. against a. State which did

not comply with - its duties under international law. From an ideal point of
view, the only element which was lAcking-was the- power of the.collective,,
organs to initiate an effective procedure of third party settlement.

When it became apparent that. a:1major element of the inter-connected

38 &apos;For a discussion of the-practiIce.of the&apos;OAS organs, see G a t c i a - A m*a d o i(note ty,
p.408ff.
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system, the Treaty of Bogoti, would not, for the time being, operate as

expected in practice, certain general clauses in the two other Treaties were

increasingly. relied upon, mainly Art.7 of the Treaty of Rio. Due to the

relatively high degree of homogeneity among the member States and the

general willingness-tO co-operate, the applicable informal procedures were

usually applied in practice with the consent of the States concerned, and it

turned out for a longer period that this basis of co-operation was generally
acceptable and often produced positive results.
As to the sanction mechanisms, the IAS has worked upon the basis which

was Originally foreseen, the Rio Treaty. Certain elements which are par-
allel for, global Post-war developments and for the sphere of the IAS are

discernible inasmuch as the States have in practice been more successful in

applying schemes and mechanisms to repel direct attacks upon the existing
order than in applying formally agreed procedures which would allow the

binding identification of existing obligations. Along the same lines, it will
have to be observed that procedures permitting peaceful change have re-

ceived even less attention than those concerning the settlement of existing
legal disputes. However, experience within national legal orders seems to

establish a close inter-relationship between successful law enforcement, the
identification of legal lobligations by neutral institutions -and the general
functioning of theprocess of peaceful change.

Returning specifically to the IAS serious tensions among the member
States have become apparent within the Rio Treaty as well, some of which
have been expressed in efforts to amend the Treaty. The underlying
reasons f*or the threats to the functioning of the Rio Treaty are of a political
rather than a legal nature. It appears that the foundation of the IAS which
existed in common political, military, economic and moral perspectives
and judgments continues to exist only to a limited extent. Today, the
diverse economic and military priorities, different geopolitical orienta-

tions, and diverse social and moral judgments threaten the basis upon
which the IAS had been built, and correspondingly, the signs for the
effectiveness of the IAS as an Organisation to enforce a common order have

not been auspicious in the past years. Outside the area of human rights, the
OAS today is in search of its identity and of values common to all of its
member States. The regionalist dimension has often appeared less attractive

to the.States than the orientation towards more globally based objectives
and/or the aim to pursue the national interest by way of the unilateral
formulation. and enforcement of policies. Against this background, the

potential of the IAS to function as an Organisation promoting the respect
for international obligations has generally vanished. The lesson which can
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be, drawn from this development is by no -means novel; it consists iii,the
fact that an,effective system of law enforcement presupposesnot.only4egal,
structures and institutions, but:also the active, will of those to--the-
law to co-within this system. becomes, apparent Wiihin the.&apos;

1. In: fact,,most;,c4rrent.i of4-OAS and on- the global leve
ment. on the international level are-ofa liti ra a legal. nature.-po I 1C ffier than

a-Even though the prospects for the fun-c-tionin&amp;of the.1-AS;,an itstapacity.
to establish and enforce an orderly development of international-&apos;relatibns
have vanished for the reasons alluded&apos; to,. it,would,,appear premature&apos;--as
some have done, to assiume that the IAS has to be declared as defun.q.
During this centu Y the levels: legal and p0litiCal&apos;co-operation -withinry,
the Americas have oscillated in various periods:. 1n times of genuine -atl&apos;d&apos;-

n. a-:re7serious international crisis, the American. States have c64

markably close manner. The institutional. and the leg in5tru,,ments,-wh&apos;,,ich*..
are necessary for the regional enfbrcement .&apos;law still evisti-and--the, Ameri,

dmore effectively the fuiure.can States may use them.again, an

At the outset of this reference has been made to thesignificant
progress: achiev,ed,in recent years.in theAmericas with regar&amp;tQ the&apos; en-,.

forcement of human rightS39.-While itis difficult,to assess1he reasons why
the major contributions made on the,regional- level in theAmericas hav-e
concerned the sensitive area of.hutnan rights, thi-s d,evelopment-un4erlines
in any case -that regional law eriforcement in the. Americas has -not in the
past decade become obsolete&apos;on. the basis of -structural changes. of a general
nature-. General experience would indicate:that co-operationiin the sphere&apos;
of human rights is by no means less complex or places stronger demands
upon the will of States to co-operate than the identification and implemen-
tat-ion, of common programs in other, areas-, In this sense5 the results
achieved by the human rights organs of. San Jos6 deserve to&quot;be&apos; examined
and analysed not. only within the corifino of man rights., studies, but alsoJium
in the search for models and objectives for broader based forms,of integra
tion which could interali contribute. to. improve the proc6ses b &quot; hichy w
international obligations are.enforced..
The Preamble of the Rio Treat -proclaims that- &quot;juridical o nization isy rgd

i

4.

:a,nec,essary prerequisite of securlty..,and,peace It seems that,,a:mQst.-impqr-
tant element in the application. of this.historical lesson lies in&apos;the. area of. law
enforcement. In comparison to unilateral approaches to, the establishment
of aninternational order and to law enforcement,. a, collective - of

maland- implementing decisions for the -maintenance of &apos;peace and.order.

39 Suprap.115
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offers distinct advantages. Inthe years immediately after the catastrophic
experience of the Second World War, this basic lesson of history was

apparently more evident and more appealing than today. Apin, however,
this seems to apply not only to the IAS, but is characteristic for the more
recent development of the global order in general.
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